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CORONAVIRUS
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RACHORSE
OWNER-TRAINER
PREP CLASS &
OTHER VIDEOS
IN PRODUCTION
With restrictions in
place for the health
and well-being of
humans during this
Coronavirus
pandemic, all
Racehorse OwnerTrainer Prep classes
and all Groom Elite
classes are
postponed or
suspended. Dr. Mac
is setting up a video
studio in his Louisiana
office and will
produce a series of
videos based on
lessons from ROTP
classes, Groom Elite
classes and just some
“life in general”
videos. Let Doc know
if you want to be
notified as these
videos go online.
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trainer allowed an illegal
substance to be administered to
a horse (not being in attendance
of a horse is not mitigating if a
long time employee
administered that illegal

substance) that trainer loses
privilege to be licensed and
participate in this sport.

I'll discuss this more in future
ramblings. Enough for March
25th. Read information about
upcoming educational video
series starting April 13 in next
section.

EQUINE EDUCATION ONLINE
ROTP and Groom Elite class materials available online starting April 13
During this “self-imposed
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online. First of these will be from
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Elite materials

elementary school. I WAS a BIG

Until 2020 I was not a fan of

Racehorse Owners-Trainers Prep
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racehorse grooms around this
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Philosophy & Methods of Training

country for over 20 years.

was a part of my “weirdness”.

Racehorses (See class outline at:
www.purplepowerracing.com.

Additionally, along with this

February 14, 1967. I presented my

newsletter, I will tell some “stories”

first wife with her engagement

Some to illustrate a lesson, and

ring. I had cleverly (I thought so

some to entertain myself.

anyway) sealed that solitaire in a
small, red, heart-shaped candy
box where the middle chocolate
was before I ate it. Rather than
impressed, my fiancé was, in fact,
a bit “annoyed”.
February 14, 1985 (17 years, to
the day, later) is the date on that

(AQHA Youth Experience,
Albuquerque 2019)

LET ME TELL YOU
A STORY
Those that know me know that

marriage’s divorce papers.
Recently, my siblings and I
gathered up items from our old
R5J farmhouse before it was
taken down as a result of the
2016 Baton Rouge flood. In one
of my historical “picture books”

when they hear those words they

mom had saved a bill from Baton

might as well pull up a chair, turn

Rouge General Hospital for the

over a bucket or grab a bale of

scrotal hernia surgery I had as a

hay and get ready to sit for a

two-year old. The date of that

spell. Since I’m just getting started

surgery?

with this newsletter format, this will

FEBRUARY 14, 1948.
THAT is ANOTHER STORY!

